We’ve done it again
Blue Line Eraser gives you a
ÌValentine Mug Rug

This is sooo easy and quick!

What you will need:
one 7.5 X 7.5" square of
backing fabric
background fabric
cotton batting
One 5.5" square of contrasting heart fabric
One 5.5" transfer product with paper backing
blue water soluble marker
Blue Line Eraser to remove the marks
The pattern for the Hexie background and the heart are on the last two pages. Cut
out the hexie. Cut the inside and outside of the heart (sounds cruel doesn’t it, just a
little humor).
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Fist step is to iron the transfer product to the wrong side of the heart fabric. After
cutting out the heart paper pattern, flip it over and trace from the reverse side onto
the paper side of transfer material, (this will be the correct direction when pressing
it to the hexie). Trace around the inside and outside of the heart on the paper side.
Cut out. Set it aside.
Wrong side of fabric

Step #1
Press transfer product to wrong side
of fabric

Step #2
Trace around the outside and
inside of the reversed paper
heart pattern then cut it out.

TIP: To remove the paper from the
back of the heart, hold the tip between
your finger and edge of scissors (the
same way you curl ribbon) and pull.
This will start the separation of the
paper and fabric, simply finished
pealing the paper from the fabric
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Set aside
finished heart
applique.

Step #3
Stack starting with, background fabric,
backing fabric, ending with cotton
batting.

Step #4
Place the paper hexie patten on top of the
stack and cut through all three layers

Step #5
Pull the background fabric out of the stack and
center the heart inside the hexie. Mark heart
placement with water soluble marker.
Peal up the edge and mark a 3.5" line.
Remove the heart and set aside.

Step #6
Re-stack, background fabric on bottom, backing
fabric ending with the batting. Measure in 1/4"
from each side mark about 1" long line, this will
create a X in each corner. Sew completely
around the hexie. using a 1/4" seam.
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Step #7
Turn right sides out through the 3.5" cut
opening. Push corners out and press.

Step #8
Use the marked lines for the heart
placement press into place. Use
decorative stitch to secure the heart. Use
Blue Line Eraser to remove any
placement lines that may show.

Step #9

EnjoyÌ
Thanks for joining us
for another Adventure!
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